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WELCOME
Developing a greater understanding of Healthcare Communications

Daniel Clifton
Managing Director
Paramount

For over 16 years Paramount Recruitment has
been connecting people with career opportunities
within the Healthcare Communications sector. We
are constantly asked, by both companies and
candidates, for our advice about salaries, rates and
market trends. As a result, we undertook our
inaugural salary survey in 2018 for which we
received excellent feedback.
We have repeated the survey this year to track
any changes in the market and to ask additional
questions covering bonus payments and work life
balance.
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We have been delighted with the level of response
and would like to thank Peter Llewelyn from
MedComms Networking for his help in creating
and promoting the survey.
There was a huge amount of data created by the
research and we have produced this report to
summarise the key findings. If there is any
specific subject that you would like further details
on, then please do not hesitate to get in touch
with us.

About the Research
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Developing a greater understanding of Healthcare Communications

This survey was commissioned by Paramount
Recruitment and supported by Medcomms
Networking. The survey was developed and managed
by a market research company utilizing a leading online
survey tool. It was launched in May 2019 and sent by
email to all relevant professionals registered with
Paramount Recruitment and to members of
Medcomms networking. It was also promoted on
social media to relevant parties.
639 full responses were received, and the answers
have been analysed by a market research company to
present the findings in this report.
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For further details, please contact:
Daniel Clifton
Paramount Recruitment Ltd
+44 121 616 3460
medcomms@pararecruit.com
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Developing a greater understanding of Healthcare Communications
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Salaries

Gender

Benefits

Satisfaction

Job hunting

Plans

Averages
salaries by role

Gender pay
variances.

Benefits and
flexible working

Satisfaction by
sector.

When and what
from next job

Future plans
and outlook.
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UK Average Salaries by specialism
Responders provided their basic annual salary. We have analysed these figures to show average salaries for each specialism:
Average Salaries £

Overall average £51,786

94,975

100000

The overall average salary for Healthcare Communications
professionals completing our survey was £51,786

90000
80000

Editorial lowest paid

70000
60000
50000
40000

49,797
42,883

46,437

Professionals in Editorial have the lowest average salary of
£38,380

51,786

38,380

Management is highest paid

30000

Healthcare communications professionals in management
roles are unsurprisingly the highest paid with an average
salary of £94,975

20000
10000
0

Where there were sufficient responders, we have been able to analyse
the average salaries (and range of salaries) for each role within
Healthcare Communications (see table on following page):
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Detailed information on UK salaries
Function

Job title

Writing

Associate Medical Writer
Medical Writer

Editorial

Client Services

General Management

2018 Average

6

Low

2019 Average

High

Increase/Decrease

26,753

24,000

26,915

32,000

0.6%

33,489

27,000

34,330

45,000

2.5%

Senior Medical Writer

43,246

32,000

44,170

55,000

2.1%

Principal Medical Writer

54,920

50,000

57,535

75,000

4.8%

Scientific Team Lead

55,571

43,500

52,785

65,500

-5.0%

Editorial Director

72,333

52,000

70,250

85,000

-2.9%

Scientific Director

64,776

64,000

71,615

85,000

12.1%

£

Editorial Assistant

25,000

26,590

28,000

Editor

36,417

32,000

37,615

44,000

3.3%

Editorial Manager

47,569

36,000

45,675

59,000

-4.0%

Managing Editor

55,000

52,000

54,000

60,000

-1.8%

Account Executive

26,000

23,000

26,190

30,000

0.7%

Senior Account executive

28,417

27,500

29,610

32,000

4.2%

Account Manager

33,734

27,000

34,230

48,000

1.5%

Senior Account Manager

41,536

27,000

43,700

54,000

5.2%

Account Director

56,182

45,000

56,415

66,300

0.4%

Senior Account Director

60,167

63,000

68,500

78,000

13.8%

Associate Director

61,667

70,000

73,625

81,000

19.4%

Client Services Director

80,500

68,000

87,330

110,000

8.5%

80,000

101,850

135,000

100,000

130,670

175,000

Director / Board
Managing Director / CEO

We only show those roles for which there was a sufficient number of responders
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Responders in 2018 and 2019 are different datasets so the “Increase/Decrease” column is indicative only and
does not claim that the market salary for this role has increased or decreased by the percentage shown

Regional Variation - Writers

30%

of Medical Writers responding to this survey
are based in the North West, 27% in London
and 24% in the South East.

Writers based in the South East are paid the highest average base salary
(£40,476), followed by London (£38,909) and the North West (£37,154).
Writers based in the South West and Eastern England have the lowest
average salary. There was not enough data to show an average for the
other regions.
Average UK Salaries for Writers - £
45000

40,476

40000

38,909

37,154

36,467

36,250

35000

32,125

32,083

South West

East

30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
South East

London

7

North West

Midlands

Scotland
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North West England

30%

London

27%

South East England

24%

South West England

5%

Eastern England

5%

Midlands

3%

Scotland

3%

Wales

1%

Yorks / North East

1%

Northern Ireland

1%

Gender
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29%

69%
29% of survey responders identify as male and 69% as female with 2% preferring not to identify

When the salaries of every completer are

£47,739

Female

analysed by gender, there is a noticeable
overall gap between the average male and
female salary. The average salary earned by a
female is £47,739 and the average salary

£60,112

Male

earned by a male is 25.9% higher at £60,112.
This is higher than the gap in our 2018 survey
(which was 18.75%) and is mostly due to a

0

10000

20000

30000

40000

50000

60000

70000

higher number of males paid high salaries at
Director level.
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Gender Pay Gaps by seniority
Average Salaries by responsibility
Female

Female/Male proportions by responsibility

Male

Female
102115

Director

106765

83792

Head of department

83250

52509

Team leader

53483

59746

34158

None

38893

0

20000

40000

60000

80000

When male and female salaries are compared
by the seniority / level of responsibility of the
responder, we can see the largest gap is a
“Manager” level– males earning an average of
£59,746 which is 19.7% higher than females of
the same level. There is a worrying gap at
“none” level of responsibility – with males
earning £38,893, which is 13.8% higher than
females. There is almost parity at Team Lead
and Head of Department level and a small 4.5%
gap at Director level (where last year there was
a 32.9% gap).
The main cause of the overall 26.9% gap is that
there is a much higher proportion of males at
Director level (57% male, 43% female) than at
the lower levels of responsibility (27% male,
73% female) which increases the statistical
average salary for a male at all levels shown on
page 8.

49893

Manager

9

100000

120000
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Director

Head of department

Team leader

Manager

None

Male

43%

57%

67%

73%

79%

73%

33%

27%

21%

27%

Expected pay rise

6.89%
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Pay rises – expected and received
9.0%

8.3%

8.0%
6.9%

7.0%

6.0%

68% of survey responders expect to receive a pay increase
this year with only 10% not expecting one (and the remainder
unsure). Of those that expected to receive a rise, the average
percentage rise anticipated is 6.89%.

5.0%

In last year’s survey, a similar percentage of responders
expected a payrise, and the average percentage anticipated
was 5.23%.

2.0%

5.2%

4.0%
3.0%

1.0%
0.0%

Expected in 2018

This year’s responders were asked what percentage salary
increase they actually received last year – and the average
was 8.3%.
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Received in 2018

Expected in 2019

Benefits received
2019

2018

62.6%

Additional company pension contributions

56.8%

Death In Service / Life Insurance

Bonuses

55.5%

Private Healthcare

72% of responders receive a bonus based on company
performance and 47% receive one based on personal
performance

47.1%

Bonus – Personal performance

39.9%

Flexi-time
31.7%

Employee Assistance & Advice

30.0%

Perk Box / Retail discounts

Flexi-time and Employee Assistance

23.1%

Free/ Subsidised Gym membership
Season Ticket Loan

15.2%

Childcare Related Incentives

14.8%

Income protection

14.1%

As mentioned above, working from home is the
benefit that has increased the most since last year’s
survey. The benefits that have also seen a sizeable
increase are flexi-time and employee assistance.

13.0%

Travel Insurance

9.7%

Share Scheme

8.2%

Subsidised meals/ Food

0.00%

Working from home is the most widespread benefit
received by 77% of the survey responders. It is also
the benefit that had the biggest increase since last year.

71.6%

Bonus – Company performance

Company car

Working from home

76.9%

Working from Home
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1.8%
20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

100.00%
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Favourite and Unusual Benefits
As well as being the most widely offered benefit (see
previous page), Working from Home is also the most
favourite of our survey responders. Flexible working is the
second favourite followed by company (and personal)
bonus schemes.

Working from Home
Flexible working
Bonus
Healthcare

It is interesting to note that Enhanced pension
contributions is the third most common benefit but very
few responders mentioned it as their favourite.

Christmas shutdown
Personnel Development Funding

Responders also mentioned unusual benefits that they
liked – which included being able to bring dogs to the
office. There was also a significant mention of personal
development and wellness programmes.

Share Scheme

Dogs in office
Wellness Resources
Birthday day off
Free fruit in office

“Free on-site wellness resources (24/7 gym, nutrition
advice with free food samples, fitness incentives, weekly
farmers' market, training on wellness topics).”

Summer fridays finish early
Free breakfast
Enhanced pension
0

20

40

60

80
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£250 a year to spend on personal development outside
of work, e.g., photography course or gym membership.
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Working hours and overtime
The average number of contracted hours for those working in full time
permanent positions is 37.6 hours per week.

Just 2.6% or responders are paid for working overtime and 97.4% do not
receive any payment.

The average actual hours worked per week is 43.1 hours – five and a half
hours more than contracted hours.

Our survey suggests that the average professional in Healthcare
Communications works more than an hour a day effectively for free.

Paid overtime for working more than contracted hours

Working hours – contracted and actual

Yes, 2.6%

44.0

43.1

43.0
42.0
41.0
40.0
39.0
38.0

37.6

37.0
36.0

No, 97.4%

35.0
34.0

Contracted hours

Actual hours worked

pararecruit.com
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Training
67.3% of responders believe that they are giving sufficient training by their
employers which is a decline on the previous years survey when 70.5%
believed that they were given sufficient training.

14

The actual average number of days training received during the year is 4.4 days
compared to 4.9 days received on average last year.
Those that answered “no” to whether they have sufficient training received only
2.5 days training in the year (which is the same as last year). Those that
answered “yes” to getting sufficient training received an average of 5.4 days
training (compared to 6 days in last year’s survey).

Are you give sufficient training?
2018

How many days training did you receive last year?

2019

2019

2018

0.8
70.5%

67.3%

0.7

4.4

All responders

4.9

0.6
0.5
0.4

32.7%

29.5%

0.3

2.5

No not sufficient

2.5

0.2

5.4

Yes sufficient

0.1

6.0

0.0

Yes

No

0.0
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1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

Satisfaction
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6.94

Satisfaction by responsibility

Satisfaction by job role

7.5

8

7.67

7.43

7.3
7.1

7.5

6.92

6.9

7.11

6.56

6.7

7

6.5

6.35

6.5

The average satisfaction score (with their
current roles) for survey responders is 6.94
out of 10.

6.35

6.3

6.34

6.1
6

5.9
5.7

5.5
Writers

Proofing/Editing

Client Services

General Management

5.5
No management

General Management have the highest level of job satisfaction (7.67) while
those working in Proofing/Editing and in Client Services have lower levels
of satisfaction (6.35 and 6.34 respectively).
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Team Lead

Manager

Directors / Head

Directors and Heads of Department have the highest level of job satisfaction
(7.43) an those with a team leading role have the lowest level of satisfaction
(6.35). From this data we can assume that team leaders in Client Services are
the least satisfied within the Healthcare Communications sector.

Likes and Dislikes
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The factors that were most disliked were high workload, no career
progression and a lack of resources. Poor organisation structure and
poor management were also frequently mentioned dislikes.

Flexibility, Working Culture and Teamwork are the three things most
mentioned that responders liked about working within Healthcare
Communications.

Flexibility

Workload

Working culture/environment

No career progression

Team work

Lack of resources

Friendly/supportive

Poor organisation structure/systems
Poor management

Opportunities for progression

Lack of training

Management/Leadership

Lack of flexibility

Interesting projects & work

Pressure / stress to achieve results

Responsibility

Long hours

Training

Poor remuneration

Autonomy

Poor communication and organisation
Lack of bonus/ incentives

Remuneration

Inconvenient/poor location

Work/life balance

High staff turnover
0

10

20

30

40

50
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Looking for next role

32%
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of survey responders will be looking for
their next role within the next 12 months.
How did you find your current role?
Looking for next role

Applied direct to company (online via website)

23.63%

Headhunted by a Recruitment Agency

20.79%

Through a personal contact

Next 6 months,
15.9%

18.82%

Applied to Recruitment agency advert
longer than 3 years,
26.1%

12.91%

Approached direct by employer
Applied to Jobboard advert

6 to 12 months,
15.9%

0.00%

12.04%
3.28%
5.00%

10.00%

15.00%

20.00%

2 to 3 years, 17.5%

The top two methods of finding a new role are to apply direct to a company
via its website (used by 24% or responders) and to be headhunted by a
recruitment agency (21% of responders). Just 3% of responders found their
current job by applying to a job-board advert.

1 to 2 years, 24.0%
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25.00%

Next role – important factors
Not important

1. Location
58% of responders rated the job
location as very important when
looking for their next role.

Location
Working environment
Work responsibilities / quality of work
Basic salary

2. Working environment
57% of responders rated the working
environment as very important when
looking for their next role

Flexible working
Career Progression
Working from home
Training & Development

3. Work responsibilities
55% of responders rated work
responsibilities as very important when
looking for their next role

Company benefits
Company reputation/prestige
Bonus scheme

Client portfolio
International travel
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Somewhat important
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Important

Very Important

Employers – Hiring plans

+62.2%

of responders with hiring responsibility
are looking to hire more Healthcare
Communications professionals this year
than last year. Only 10.0% will hire
fewer than they did last year.
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Important factors when hiring
Not important

Quite important

Very important

Communication Skills

Cultural fit

Hiring intentions – next 12 months

Personality
Hire fewer, 10.0%

Work experience
Industry / sector
knowledge
Professional qualification

Hire same, 27.8%

Communication Skills is the most important factor for employers
when hiring new candidates. Cultural fit and Personality are the
second and third most important factors.

Hire More, 62.2%

It is interesting to note that the three most important factors are
all “personal” factors – unrelated to knowledge or experience.
Work experience is the fourth most important factor followed by
Industry knowledge and professional qualifications.
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Employers – Future outlook
All survey responders with hiring responsibility were asked for their views on the
long-term future of the Healthcare Communications market. There was a variety of
answers given but, on the whole, employers are very positive about the future of
the sector and growth prospects.

I see a sustained growth, albeit one that may be affected by the UKs exit from
Europe. Digital offerings will become more routine as platforms develop,
enabling better and cheaper access to this media type. Patient involvement /
led publications will increase. Companies that offer a holistic approach to
MedComms, with business units that work efficiently together and with similar
goals will prosper.

The most mentioned trend was “Digital” – as many responders highlighted the trend
for communications to be delivered through digital channels and the need for
Healthcare communications agencies to provide expertise in this area. Many
responders linked digital with an increasing trend for communication that involves
patients.

There will be growth, but not in legacy agencies / consultancies. The industry's
finding a new mix of service provides and skillsets moving towards specialists and
practitioners in each domain (e.g. digital patient support delivery; behavioural
interventions) which is different from the traditional consultancy or Comms agency
skills mix.

There was some caution expressed over the threats of Brexit and of reducing
budgets from pharmaceutical clients. Skill shortages were also mentioned as factors
that could limit growth.

Number of mentions of each factor
27
22
8
8
5
4
4
4
3
3
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Digital
Growth
Patients
Budgets
Innovation
Skill-shortage
Integration
Brexit
Social-media
Freelance
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Seems like growth is slowing, or that there is more scrutiny over budgets.
Fewer blockbuster drugs so large accounts more difficult to come by. There
is a transition from more traditional med comms of pubs and meetings to
online/digital deliverables/online meetings.

Freelancers
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What is your employment status?
Nearly 19% of the responders to our survey classed themselves as either
independent freelance workers or as contractors. Most of these responders have
been working on a freelance/contract basis for more than 5 years.
Freelance,
16.40%

The only roles for which we received a large enough level of responses to accurate
calculate averages were Freelance Medical Writer (average of £425 per day) and
Senior Freelance Medical Writer (average of £479 per day). The lowest daily rate is
£242 per day and the highest £560 per day.

Contract,
2.37%

.

Function

Job title

Low

Ave

High

Writing

Freelance Medical Writer

242

425

480

Senior Freelance Medical Writer

420

479

560
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Summary
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Developing a greater understanding of Healthcare Communications
The aim of this survey was to source information so that we could better understand the employment market within the Healthcare
Communications industry. It has proved to be a very valuable exercise and has highlighted the following key areas:

Salaries

Gender

Averages
salaries by role

Gender pay
variances.

The overall average salary is £51,786 and
the average for most specific roles has
increased from last year’s survey.

Benefits
Benefits and
flexible working

The average salary earned by a male is 25.9%

Working from home is the most widespread

higher than that for females. This is higher

benefit received by 77% of the survey

than 2018 and is mostly due to a higher

responders. It is also the benefit that had the

number of males at Director level.

biggest increase since last year.

Satisfaction

Job hunting

Plans

Satisfaction by
sector.

When and what
from next job

Future plans
and outlook.

General Management have the highest level of job

32% of survey responders will be looking for

satisfaction (7.67) while those working in

their next role within the next 12 months and

Proofing/Editing and in Client Services have lower

the most popular methods are to apply direct

levels of satisfaction (6.35 and 6.34 respectively).

to companies or be headhunted by recruiters.
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62% are looking to increase their level of hiring
in the next year. The majority of hirers are
positive about the longer term future and

expect an increase in digital and patient focus.

Meet our Team
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Specialist recruiters in Healthcare Communications

James Luterbacher
Medical Writing &
Client Services
UK, EU, ASIA, USA
+44 121 616 3473
jluterbacher@pararecruit.com
James has established our services in the US Market and
he now covers medical communications, healthcare PR
and advertising in the US as well as Europe and Asia.

Richard Maxwell
Client Services

+44 121 616 3474
rmaxwell@pararecruit.com
Richard has over 10 years’ experience in the sector and his
focus is on the client services side of medical
communications for the South East region of England.

Jessica Guyon
Medical Writing &
Editing
+44 121 616 3462
jguyon@pararecruit.com
Jessica has over 8 years healthcare comms experience and
partners with a wide range of clients across the North
West of England as well as managing a few key accounts

Sabrina Deo

Lauren Gripton

Joshua Large

Digital & Creative,
Client Services

Medical Writing,
London, South East

Medical Writing &
Client Services,
USA

+44 121 616 3471
sdeo@pararecruit.com

+44 121 616 3465
lgripton@pararecruit.com

+1 833 455 3043 210
jlarge@pararecruit.com

Sabrina joined Paramount in February 2015 and
specialises in healthcare communications client services,
digital and creative roles in the UK.

Lauren joined Paramount in 2011 and specialises in the
recruitment of Medical Writers in London and the South
East UK.
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Josh focuses on the US healthcare communications
market recruiting for Client Services, Writing and Design
professionals in the USA.
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EUROPE & ASIA OFFICE
No. 5 Lower Temple Street

CONTACT US

Birmingham B2 4JD, UK

+44 121 616 3460

USA OFFICE

210 Broadway, Cambridge,
info@pararecruit.com

Massachusetts 02139, USA

www.pararecruit.com

+1 617 203 8507
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Raw data from the survey
Q3 Which of these best describes your job role

Q2 Which area(s) of healthcare communications do you specialise in?

Other

Market Access / HEOR

Marketing

PR

Advertising

Medical communications

25

Other

7.27%

8.39%

General management

5.37%

10.44%

Account management /
client services

8.69%

Creative and Digital

6.00%

Proofing and editorial

9.32%

Writing

91.63%
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27.69%

2.22%

5.54%

45.73%

Raw data from the survey
Q5 - What is your employment status?

Q4 What level of line management responsibility do you have?

None

14.77%

Manager

Head of Department

Director

Freelance - multiple
clients

47.35%

Team leader
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Independent Contractor full time with one client

Fixed term contract

17.66%

Permanent Part time

7.70%

Permanent Full time

12.52%

pararecruit.com

16.40%

2.37%

0.79%

7.89%

72.56%

Raw data from the survey
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Q42 In what country do you work?

United Kingdom (UK)

81.7%

United States of America (USA)

12.4%
Q43 UK work location?

Other EU

2.6%

Aus / NZ

1.0%

Asia

1.2%

Canada

0.6%

Switzerland

0.6%

Other

London
South East England
North West England
Eastern England / East Anglia
South West England
Midlands
Scotland
Wales
Yorkshire / Humberside
North East England
Northern Ireland

29.9%
25.4%
22.0%
4.8%
4.3%
3.6%
2.3%
1.8%
1.4%
1.1%
0.2%

0.0%

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%
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50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

80.0%

90.0%

Raw data from the survey
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Q45 - How long have you worked within the Healthcare communications
sector?

Q44 What is your age?

More than 20 years
65+

15.73%

0.75%
15-20 years

55 - 64

10.11%

45 - 54

12.55%

10-15 years

14.98%

5-10 years

21.35%

18.35%

3 - 5 years
35 - 44

29.40%

25 - 34

32.21%

2 - 3 years

10.11%

1 - 2 years

9.93%

7- 12 months
18 - 24

5.24%

Less than 6 months

pararecruit.com

13.30%

2.81%
2.25%

Raw data from the survey
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Q47&48 Qualifications

Q46 What is your gender?
Prefer not
answer
2%
Male
27%

Post Grad qualification

University degree
Female
71%

pararecruit.com

63.00%

96.00%
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EUROPE & ASIA OFFICE
No. 5 Lower Temple Street

CONTACT US

Birmingham B2 4JD, UK

+44 121 616 3460

USA OFFICE

210 Broadway, Cambridge,
info@pararecruit.com

Massachusetts 02139, USA

www.pararecruit.com

+1 617 203 8507
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